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Identifying genetic contributors to cognitive impairments in psychosis-spectrum disorders can advance understanding of disease
pathophysiology. Although CNS medications are known to affect cognitive performance, they are often not accounted for in
genetic association studies. In this study, we performed a genome-wide association study (GWAS) of global cognitive performance,
measured as composite z-scores from the Brief Assessment of Cognition in Schizophrenia (BACS), in persons with psychotic
disorders and controls (N= 817; 682 cases and 135 controls) from the Bipolar-Schizophrenia Network on Intermediate Phenotypes
(B-SNIP) study. Analyses accounting for anticholinergic exposures from both psychiatric and non-psychiatric medications revealed
five significantly associated variants located at the chromosome 3p21.1 locus, with the top SNP rs1076425 in the inter-alpha-trypsin
inhibitor heavy chain 1 (ITIH1) gene (P= 3.25×E−9). The inclusion of anticholinergic burden improved association models (P <
0.001) and the number of significant SNPs identified. The effect sizes and direction of effect of the top variants remained consistent
when investigating findings within individuals receiving specific antipsychotic drugs and after accounting for antipsychotic dose.
These associations were replicated in a separate study sample of untreated first-episode psychosis. The chromosome 3p21.1 locus
was previously reported to have association with the risk for psychotic disorders and cognitive performance in healthy individuals.
Our findings suggest that this region may be a psychosis risk locus that is associated with cognitive mechanisms. Our data highlight
the general point that the inclusion of medication exposure information may improve the detection of gene-cognition associations
in psychiatric genetic research.
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INTRODUCTION
Cognitive deficit is an enduring core feature across psychotic
disorders [1, 2]. Persons with schizophrenia exhibit impairments in
numerous cognitive domains, including memory, learning, attention,
processing speed, and executive function [3–7]. While the severity of
cognitive dysfunction varies across persons with psychosis, on
average, generalized deficits are one to two standard deviations
below the performance of healthy comparison groups [2, 6, 8]. These
deficits are a major cause of functional disability [9] and elucidating
their underpinning mechanisms is important for understanding
disease pathophysiology, and for developing treatment strategies to
reduce functional deficits and related illness burden.
Cognitive impairments in psychotic disorders are typically present

before the onset or diagnosis of illness and remain relatively stable

over time [6, 10–12]. Given the stability, reliability, and heritability of
this clinically important feature of psychosis [2, 10, 13], this
quantitative phenotype is a promising target for genetic association
studies. Overlap in genetic associations with risk for bipolar disorder,
schizophrenia, and intellectual ability have been recently reported
[14–18], and a recent meta-analysis identified that across multiple
studies, genetic risk for psychosis is associated with cognitive traits
and relevant brain function measures in healthy persons [19, 20].
Identifying genetic relationships with cognitive phenotypes in

patients with psychotic disorders has been challenging [21, 22].
One confounding factor may be medications with anticholinergic
and/or antidopaminergic activity, which may impact cognition
[23–32], induce phenotypic variability in patient populations, and
thereby weaken genotype/phenotype associations. While studies
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of the influence of antipsychotic drugs on cognition in persons
with psychosis reported mixed findings [23–26, 31, 33], studies of
anticholinergic medications have consistently demonstrated
adverse effects on cognitive function in several patient popula-
tions, including psychosis-spectrum disorders [24, 27–30]. Persons
with psychotic disorders are often treated with psychotropic
medications, which possess antidopaminergic and/or anticholi-
nergic activities [34] as well as non-psychotropic medications for
medical comorbidities, which may also have anticholinergic
properties [35, 36]. Thus, there is considerable potential impact
of CNS-active drug treatment to impact genotype–phenotype
associations in these patient populations.
The Bipolar-Schizophrenia Network on Intermediate Phenotypes

(B-SNIP) was established to characterize similarities and differences
in cognitive, neurophysiological, and brain imaging phenotypes
across the psychosis spectrum with the collection of extensive
neurobiological phenotype, clinical, and genetic information [37].
We previously reported a continuum of neurocognitive impairments
in individuals with clinically stable psychotic illness, which were
gradually worse from bipolar disorder to schizoaffective disorder to

schizophrenia [2], consistent with other reports [1, 2, 38–41].
Familiality estimates, however, did not differ across diagnoses,
suggesting a similar degree of genetic contribution to cognitive
function across the psychosis spectrum [2].
While previous associations of antipsychotic dose and cognition

and functional brain connectivity were not robust [2, 42], we
observed a significant negative impact of anticholinergic burden
on cognition within B-SNIP participants [43]. These findings
suggest that cumulative anticholinergic burden may be robust
enough to be a potential confounder in gene association studies
of cognitive impairments. In the present study, we conducted
what is to our knowledge the first GWAS of global cognitive
performance in individuals with psychotic disorders and controls
accounting for anticholinergic exposures from both psychiatric
and non-psychiatric medications. Participants included individuals
from the B-SNIP study [37] with replication in a separate untreated
first episode psychosis study sample [44]. We hypothesized that
accounting for potential medication confounders would facilitate
the identification of novel genetic contributors to cognition in
persons with psychosis.

Table 1. Demographic and clinical data of persons with psychosis and healthy controls.

Variable Psychosis (N= 682) Healthy controls (N= 135) Comparison

N % N % Chi-Square

Male 351 51.5 44 32.6 P < 0.001

Race P= 0.007

Caucasian Ancestry 422 61.9 100 74.1

African Ancestry 260 38.1 35 25.9

Diagnosis group NA

Schizophrenia 287 42.1 NA

Schizoaffective disorder 173 25.4 NA

Psychotic bipolar disorder 222 32.6 NA

ADS group P < 0.001

Low (total ADS < 4) 527 77.27 135 100

High (total ADS ≥ 4) 155 22.73 0 0

Mean SD Mean SD T-test

Age (years) 36.26 12.62 40.75 13.73 P= 0.001

Education (years) 13.29 2.39 15.14 2.31 P < 0.001

WRAT-IV reading 97.55 15 104.27 13.73 P < 0.001

PANSS total 61.84 17.18 NA NA

YMRS 5.84 6.2 NA NA

MADRS 10.23 9.24 NA NA

BACS composite −1.46 1.39 0.13 1.15 P < 0.001

Verbal memory −0.89 1.37 −0.02 1.16 P < 0.001

Digit sequencing −0.97 1.19 0.05 1.07 P < 0.001

Token motor −1.21 1.19 −0.01 1.16 P < 0.001

Verbal fluency −0.55 1.18 0.27 1.03 P < 0.001

Symbol coding −1.28 1.16 0.12 1.01 P < 0.001

Tower of London −0.64 1.35 0.08 1.09 P < 0.001

Medications

Total # of medications 4.54 3.05 2.33 1.99 P < 0.001

# of Psychotropic
medications

2.82 1.53 0.09 0.334 P < 0.001

CPZeq (mg/day) 473.47 419.28 NA NA

ADS anticholinergic drug scale, WRAT-IV reading wide-range achievement test 4th edition, reading subtest, PANSS positive and negative syndrome scale, YMRS
Young Mania rating scale, MADRS Montgomery–Åsberg depression rating scale, BACS brief assessment of cognition in schizophrenia, CPZeq chlorpromazine
equivalents.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
Participants
We examined eight hundred and seventeen participants (schizophrenia
N= 287, schizoaffective disorder N= 173, psychotic bipolar disorder
N= 222, and healthy controls N= 135) from the Bipolar-Schizophrenia
Network on Intermediate Phenotypes (B-SNIP) study. Details of the
overall B-SNIP study design and clinical measurements have been
previously reported [37]. Inclusion criteria included: (1) age 15–65; (2)
Wide Range Achievement Test (WRAT) Reading Score ≥ 65; (3) English
proficiency; (4) no history of seizures or head injury with loss of
consciousness >10 min; (5) no diagnosis of substance abuse during the
past 30 days or substance dependence during the previous 6 months;
(6) negative urine toxicology on the day of testing; (7) no history of
neurologic or systemic medical disorder; and (8) detailed medication
information to quantify anticholinergic burden for both psychiatric and
non-psychiatric medications. Additional inclusion criteria for healthy
controls included no personal or immediate family history of a psychotic
disorder or recurrent depression. All cases were clinically stable without
major changes in psychopharmacological therapy for at least 4 weeks.
Replication analyses were performed in N= 100 participants with
untreated first episode psychosis defined as having <18 cumulative
weeks of lifetime antipsychotic exposure. Seventy-nine percent were
antipsychotic naïve, and those with prior treatment (21%) were at
least 4 days free of any prior antipsychotic medications at the time
of enrollment and initial assessments [44]. Except for first episode
and prior treatment status, participants from each study sample met
similar inclusion/exclusion criteria. Demographic and clinical character-
istics of the study participants are summarized in Table 1 and
Supplementary Tables S1 and S2. Institutional review boards approved
the study at each recruitment site and written informed consent for
phenotyping, and subsequent genetic studies was obtained before
study participation.

Neuropsychological performance
Neuropsychological performance was assessed in the B-SNIP study sample
using the Brief Assessment of Cognition in Schizophrenia (BACS) [45, 46].
The BACS consists of six subtests to assess four cognitive domains (verbal
memory, working memory, processing speed, and reasoning). BACS
composite and subtest z-scores were computed for each participant based
on age-stratified and sex-stratified normative data [46]. The BACS
composite z-score was evaluated as the primary outcome variable. The
first episode study sample was administered a comparable neuropsycho-
logical battery assessing similar cognitive domains including verbal
memory, visual memory, motor skills, executive function, attention, spatial
abilities. A composite z-score was similarly constructed as the mean of
domain scores and anchored to the demographically matched sample of
healthy volunteers [10].

Medication assessments
A list of prescription and non-prescription medications, doses and
administration frequency were collected from each case and control
participant by conducting a detailed medication history interview. All
individuals with a psychotic disorder had no major changes in medication
regimen for at least 4 weeks, and we included the subjects who had
detailed dosing information available in the analysis. Estimated antic-
holinergic potency of each scheduled medication was assigned using an
updated version of the Anticholinergic Drug Scale (ADS) as previously
described [43], which has been validated against serum anticholinergic
activity (SAA) and widely used in previous research [36, 47]. Total ADS
scores reflected the sum of all scheduled medications (both psychiatric
and non-psychiatric) weighted by anticholinergic properties. Previous
investigation of the relationships between ADS and BACS performance in
B-SNIP participants identified a threshold effect of anticholinergic burden
(ADS score ≥ 4 defined as high burden) [43], which was consistent in the
participants of the present analysis (Supplementary Fig. S1). Based on this
relationship, continuous anticholinergic scores were dichotomized to
“high” and “low” burden for analyses in genetic association models [43]. To
estimate antipsychotic exposures, doses were converted to chlorproma-
zine equivalents (CPZeq) [48].

Genotyping and imputation
Genomic DNA was extracted from whole blood using standard protocols
and genotyped in the B-SNIP sample with the Illumina Infinium PsychChip

array at the Broad Institute, and in the first episode sample with the
Affymetrix Genome-Wide Human SNP Array 6.0 (Affymetrix, Santa Clara, CA,
USA) as described previously [44, 49]. Quality control (QC) procedures were
conducted using PLINK v1.9 [50]. Genotypes having call rates >98% by SNP
and >98% by sample, and minor allele frequency (MAF) ≥ 0.01 were
included in analyses. We excluded genetic markers that were mono-
morphic, deviating from Hardy–Weinberg Equilibrium (P < 10E−6), or
genotype-inferred sex differing from reported sex. PREST-plus [51] and
KING [52] were used to check cryptic relatedness, and individuals showing a
3rd degree or closer kinship were excluded. Genetic markers that passed
QC procedures were imputed to the 1000 Genomes project multiethnic
reference panel [53] using HAPI-UR for pre-phasing [54] and IMPUTE2 for
imputation [55]. Poorly imputed SNPs were filtered for missingness (<5% by
marker and <2% by sample) and MAF (<0.05).

Genome-wide association analyses
PLINK v1.9 was used to examine genome-wide associations with
neurocognitive performance. Given the population admixture in our
study sample set, participants were stratified into two major ancestry
groups (predominantly European ancestry N= 521, predominantly African
ancestry N= 295). Race stratification was performed using multi-
dimensional scaling plot based on 1000 Genomes Project populations,
resulting in the two predominating ancestry groups (Supplementary
Fig. S2) [56]. Principal component analysis (PCA) was then performed
separately within each ancestry subset. The first 15 eigenvectors captured
~80% of variance in each group and were used as covariates to account
for residual population structure specific to each population (Supplemen-
tary Fig. S3) [57]. Composite z-scores on neuropsychological measures
accounting for age and sex were examined as quantitative trait
phenotypes using a linear model that also included ADS group to control
for variance due to anticholinergic burden. Controls and persons with
psychosis were combined for genome-wide association analyses to
include a broader range of phenotypic variance, and increase the
possibility of detecting genetic associations with cognitive performance
[56, 58]. The GWAS results for each population were then combined by
cross-ancestry meta-analysis, where both fixed-effects model and
random-effect model were utilized [57]. The standard genome-wide
significance threshold (P < 5 × E−8) was used to define significant SNP
associations with the BACS. Quantile–quantile plot (Q–Q plot) for the
meta-analysis was created to test for possible inflation in findings
(Supplementary Fig. S4), and the genomic inflation factor (λ) of each
GWAS was 1, suggesting that the population structures were properly
adjusted. GWAS of the full cohort combined was additionally conducted
using the first two PCA eigenvectors as covariates for comparison, which is
presented in Supplementary Fig. S5.
Linear regression analysis was performed to further characterize the top

associations, while controlling for the first two eigenvectors from the joint
analysis and ADS group within persons with a psychotic disorder and in
each ancestry group. For the top SNP, the change in R2 between
regression models with and without ADS group was evaluated for
significance using an F-test to test the improvement in the model by
adding anticholinergic information. The analysis was repeated using the
raw ADS score as a linear variable instead of the dichotomized ADS group
for comparison and to confirm effect on the genetic model. Highly
associated SNPs were also examined in relation to BACS subtests to
quantify effect sizes using a linear regression model controlling for the first
two eigenvectors and ADS group. Furthermore, all analyses were repeated
additionally adjusting for DSM-IV diagnosis or within B-SNIP neurophysiol-
ogy-defined Biotypes [58] to examine the potential effect of diagnosis or
Biotypes. Top SNPs identified in the B-SNIP study sample GWAS were
examined for replication and consistency of direction of effect and effect
size in the first episode sample. Associations in the replication sample were
also separately conducted within ancestry subsets, which were then
combined using meta-analysis.
In additional analyses, we quantified and controlled for effects of

symptom severity (Positive and Negative Syndrome Scale [PANSS total
score]) and log transformed CPZeq as covariates in patients, and also
conducted analyses of top genetic associations with BACS in subsets of
participants receiving the most common monotherapy antipsychotic
agents (aripiprazole N= 101, risperidone N= 95). We also examined
effect sizes of significant results within psychosis subgroups defined by
DSM-IV diagnosis and B-SNIP neurophysiology-defined Biotypes [59].
Statistical analyses were performed with SPSS version 23 (IBM Corp,
Armonk, NY).
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Functional analyses of top association findings and
exploratory pathway analyses
Expression quantitative trait loci analyses of genome-wide significant SNPs
were conducted to further examine the biological plausibility of top
associations. Correlations of identified SNPs with gene expression were
assessed using the United Kingdom Brain Expression Consortium (UKBEC,
www.braineac.org) and the Genotype-Tissue Expression (GTEx) Portal (www.
gtexportal.org/home).

RESULTS
BACS composite score
GWAS of BACS composite score. Analysis adjusting for antic-
holinergic medication burden revealed five genome-wide sig-
nificant SNPs (top SNP, rs1076425; P= 3.25 × E−9). These SNPs are
intronic variants of the inter-alpha-trypsin inhibitor heavy chain 1
gene (ITIH1) at chromosome 3p21.1 (Figs. 1 and 2a and Table 2). In
addition, 49 of the top 82 associated variants P < 1 × 10−5 were
located within several genes at the 3p21.1 region, including ITIH1,
Scm like with four mbt domains 1 gene (SFMBT1), PHD finger
protein 7 (PHF7), and inter-alpha-trypsin inhibitor heavy chain

family member 4 gene (ITIH4) (Supplementary Table S3).
Comparing BACS composite scores across genotype groups of

the top finding, rs1076425, revealed that the G allele (minor
allele) was associated with better cognitive performance. This
relationship between rs1076425 genotype and BACS composite
scores remained the same in an analysis restricted to the
psychosis group (Fig. 2b). Posthoc analyses compared genetic
associations in models with and without anticholinergic burden.
These results revealed that four of five GWAS significant results
identified by including anticholinergic burden would not have
passed statistical thresholds, had this variable not been included
in the primary models (Supplementary Fig. S6). R2 increased
from 12.6 to 16.9% when anticholinergic burden was added to
the regression model of the top SNP association, and this
change in R2 was statistically significant (F(1, 801) = 40.907, P <
0.001) (Supplementary Table S4). Using raw ADS score instead of
ADS group did not make a difference in the top SNP association
(SNP effect size= 0.191 using ADS group vs. 0.180 using ADS
raw score) with regression model comparisons available in
Supplementary Table S4).

Fig. 1 Meta-analysis of ancestry specific genome-wide association studies of composite BACS score. BACS Brief Assessment of Cognition in
Schizophrenia.

Fig. 2 Regional plot for the top SNP (rs1076425, P= 3.25 × E−09) and its effect on composite BACS score. a Regional plot for rs1076425.
The figure was created with LocusZoom (http://locuszoom.org/). b Composite BACS score by ITIH1 rs1076425 genotype in psychosis patients
with 95% CI. SNP single-nucleotide polymorphism, Mb megabases, BACS brief assessment of cognition in schizophrenia, CI confidence
interval.
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Influence of symptom severity and antipsychotic medications. The
association of the rs1076425 (top SNP) with BACS composite score
in persons with a psychotic disorder remained significant (P=
0.002) in regression analysis after additionally controlling for
current symptom severity (PANSS total score) and estimated
antipsychotic dose (CPZeq). Significant associations were also
observed with the other four GWAS significant SNPs in similar
analyses. Antipsychotic dose neither did not significantly differ
across rs1076425 genotype groups (P= 0.721), nor did antipsy-
chotic exposure change the relationship between rs1076425 or
other top SNPs and BACS composite scores. Additionally, when
examining subsets of individuals receiving individual antipsycho-
tic agents as monotherapy (aripiprazole or risperidone), the effect
size (β) of the genotype on cognitive performance in each
subgroup remained consistent (β= 0.167 for all individuals, 0.176
for the risperidone group, and 0.145 for the aripiprazole group,
Table 3). Our analyses did not identify effects of antipsychotic
drug class (e.g., first or second generation) or dose on the
observed genetic association.

Genetic relationships across DSM diagnosis, Biotype, and ancestry
subgroups. The association between the top SNP and BACS
composite scores remained significant in each race group with
similar effect sizes (Table 3). Analyses stratified by diagnosis
revealed the associations were significant in schizophrenia,
schizophrenia + schizoaffective disorder, and psychotic bipolar
disorder groups, with the largest effect size in schizophrenia
(Table 3). The effect of the top SNP was found to be significant
only in the Biotype 1 group among the 3 B-SNIP defined Biotype

groups (Table 3). All findings remained consistent after adjusting
for diagnosis group (Supplementary Table S4).

BACS subtests
The effect sizes of top SNPs were comparable across subtests of
the BACS, and all associations between the significant variants and
each BACS subtest were statistically significant (Supplementary
Table S5). The most robust association was observed with Verbal
Fluency (β of the top SNP= 0.182, P < 0.001).

Replication of findings in the first episode study sample
In the first episode psychosis study sample, where participants were
largely medication naïve and free of anticholinergic burden, all five
GWAS significant SNPs were replicated with nominally significant
associations with composite cognitive scores (Supplementary
Table S6). The effect sizes of the significant SNPs in the first episode
participants were greater than those in B-SNIP. For those SNPs, first
episode individuals who were homozygous for the minor allele had
better composite cognitive scores, consistent with the direction and
magnitude of effect observed in the B-SNIP study sample.

DISCUSSION
GWAS to date have identified a number of candidate genes and risk
loci for psychotic disorders [60, 61]. Examining genetic associations
with quantitative intermediate phenotypes related to psychotic
illness, such as cognitive impairment, can be a complementary
research strategy to advance understanding of psychotic illness and
treatment development. Our GWAS of cognitive performance in

Table 2. Top twenty-five strongest associations from genome-wide association study meta-analysis.

SNP ID Chr Location Gene Description P P.R. Q I

rs1076425 chr3 52825462 ITIH1 Intronic 3.25E−09 3.25E−09 0.7245 0

rs6778329 chr3 52824610 ITIH1 Intronic 8.10E−09 8.10E−09 0.3248 0

rs2284350 chr3 52822856 ITIH1 Intronic 1.38E−08 1.38E−08 0.7737 0

rs2300149 chr3 52822921 ITIH1 Intronic 2.80E−08 2.80E−08 0.3519 0

rs2239550 chr3 52822509 ITIH1 Intronic 4.58E−08 4.58E−08 0.3176 0

rs4687654 chr3 52827566 9.50E−08 6.20E−05 0.1985 39.51

rs2071508 chr3 52826846 1.03E−07 7.60E−04 0.1371 54.75

rs12489490 chr3 53064022 SFMBT1 Intronic 1.30E−07 1.30E−07 0.4098 0

rs71301803 chr3 53067833 SFMBT1 Intronic 1.90E−07 1.90E−07 0.3814 0

rs2239699 chr3 52827915 2.29E−07 2.29E−07 0.3913 0

rs4687551 chr3 52823448 ITIH1 Intronic 2.73E−07 1.46E−03 0.1309 56.16

rs2071506 chr3 52826276 4.19E−07 6.26E−04 0.1592 49.54

rs1075653 chr3 52825528 ITIH1 Intronic 5.00E−07 4.62E−04 0.1711 46.61

rs13094687 chr3 52450043 PHF7 Intronic 6.19E−07 6.19E−07 0.5268 0

rs2071507 chr3 52826707 6.29E−07 5.35E−05 0.2618 20.6

rs1841551 chr15 88541641 NTRK3 Intronic 6.35E−07 6.35E−07 0.6192 0

rs2270197 chr3 52824095 ITIH1 Intronic 7.10E−07 3.36E−05 0.2708 17.54

rs2071040 chr3 52864860 ITIH4 Intronic 1.73E−06 1.73E−06 0.3281 0

rs2239549 chr3 52823126 ITIH1 Intronic 2.13E−06 2.14E−03 0.1992 39.34

rs71301807 chr3 53085475 RP11-894J14.5 Intronic 2.23E−06 1.16E−01 0.0166 82.57

rs12886462 chr14 76793400 ESRRB Intronic 3.18E−06 3.18E−06 0.8055 0

rs869150069 chr3 52747481 NEK4 Intronic 3.85E−06 6.77E−02 0.0572 72.35

rs746694 chr3 52826620 3.94E−06 5.19E−04 0.2021 38.54

rs3852063 chr3 52349204 4.09E−06 4.09E−06 0.7163 0

rs9870898 chr3 53092375 RP11-894J14.5 Intronic 4.11E−06 1.42E−01 0.0109 84.55

Genome-wide significant associations (P < 5 × E−8) are highlighted in bold. P= P-value from fixed-effects meta-analysis, P.R.= P-value from random-effects
meta-analysis, Q= P-value for Cochrane’s Q statistic, I= I2 heterogeneity index (0–100).
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clinically stable persons with psychotic disorders and healthy controls
revealed associations at the chromosome 3p21.1 region, which is a
gene rich locus previously identified in disease risk studies of
schizophrenia and bipolar disorder [60–69] as well as cognitive ability
in healthy individuals [70]. The associations remained consistent in
each diagnostic group and for each BACS subtest, and were of similar
magnitude, suggesting no moderating effects of diagnosis or types of
cognitive tests on the reported associations. We replicated our
findings in a separate, first-episode psychosis study sample free of
antipsychotic drugs at the time of assessment. Importantly, account-
ing for anticholinergic burden improved our ability to detect gene-
cognition associations, yielding novel findings that bridge prior
disease risk findings with prior cognitive associations in healthy
persons, clarifying this as a psychosis risk locus related to
pathophysiological mechanisms of cognitive impairment. In addition
to the scientific advance in establishing genetic associations with
cognitive impairment, these findings highlight the importance of
considering drug utilization and dosing information in gene-
phenotype studies of neuropsychiatric disorders.
We identified significant associations with global cognitive

performance in variants at the chromosome 3p21.1 locus. This locus
was also identified in a previous GWAS and meta-analysis of cognitive
processing that reported 3p21.1 relationships in a generally healthy
population of European ancestry [70]. Of the five GWAS significant
SNPs in our study, four were observed to have significant associations
with general cognitive ability in that study: rs1076425 (z-score=
−6.081, P= 1.19 × E−9 in Davies et al.), rs2284350 (z-score=−6.441,
P= 1.19 × E−10 in Davies et al.), rs2300149 (z-score= 6.581, P=
4.67 × E−11 in Davies et al.), and rs2239550 (z-score= 6.601, P=
4.09 × E−11 in Davies et al.) [70]. With respect to disease risk, the
Psychiatric Genomics Consortium (PGC) has identified chr3p21.1 as a
risk locus for bipolar disorder [60], schizophrenia [61, 67], and three

other major psychiatric disorders (autism spectrum disorder, attention
deficit-hyperactivity disorder, and major depressive disorder) [71].
These findings were also confirmed in other GWAS and meta-analyses
[62–66, 68, 69].
The top SNP identified herein was rs1076425 located in the inter-

alpha-trypsin inhibitor heavy chain 1 gene (ITIH1), where the minor
G allele was associated with better cognitive performance. The ITIH1
gene encodes a member of inter-alpha-trypsin inhibitors that is
extensively expressed in the liver (www.gtexportal.org) but also in
the brain (www.braineac.org). The inter-alpha inhibitor family
appears to have anti-proteolytic and anti-inflammatory activities;
[72] however, little information exists on the specific biological
function of ITIH1. Expression quantitative trait loci (eQTL) analyses
showed that all five top SNPs in our study are significantly correlated
with expression of the guanine nucleotide-binding protein-like 3
gene (GNL3) and inter-alpha-trypsin inhibitor heavy chain family
member 4 gene (ITIH4) in multiple regions of the human brain
(www.gtexportal.org/www.braineac.org).
Nucleostemin is encoded by GNL3 and known to play an

important role in control of cell cycle progression in central nervous
system (CNS) stem cells. It has been shown that both depletion and
overexpression of nucleostemin decreases stem cell proliferation in
CNS [73]. A previous GWAS reported a suggestive association of
GNL3 with bipolar disorder [63], and one of the SNPs found to be
jointly influencing schizophrenia risk and cognitive ability of healthy
persons in a previous study was also identified as an eQTL for GNL3
[20]. Moreover, a recent study revealed that GNL3 overexpression
resulted in a significant reduction of dendritic spines in rat cortical
neurons [19]. Evidence of nucleostemin dysregulation causing
abnormal CNS stem cell proliferation [73] and reduced density of
rat dendritic spines [19], along with GWAS findings, suggests that
GNL3 may be a potential candidate molecule for further investiga-
tion in relation to cognitive deficits as well as increasing psychosis
risk. ITIH4 encodes inter-alpha-trypsin inhibitor heavy chain 4 that
appears to be involved in varied inflammatory responses [74].
Although its biological function is not fully understood, this gene
has been associated with schizophrenia disease risk [61, 67, 69], as
well as intracranial volume in persons with schizophrenia [75].
The present findings derived from our GWAS of cognition

combining a case and control sample with replication in untreated
first episode patients, provides further clarity that this locus may
represent a region of the genome related to psychosis risk
associated with cognitive mechanisms or cognitive aspects of
disease. Despite these findings, it is difficult to pinpoint whether
there is a specific gene that unequivocally accounts for the
association findings due to the large area of strong linkage
disequilibrium (LD) in this region (Fig. 2a) [76, 77]. Further efforts,
including mapping and physiological pathway studies, will be
required to identify whether there is one causal gene or a collective
impact of multiple genes responsible for associations with this locus.
Prior analyses of associations in this region, as well as top findings

from our study suggest links to both neurodevelopmental and
possibly inflammatory mechanisms. An exploratory examination of
our top genetic findings in the drug interactome database (https://
www.dgidb.org/) identified pathway connections to known immune
systemmodulating drugs (e.g., fostamatinib, ipilimumab, everolimus,
etc.). The direct clinical relevance or application of these links is not
clear. However, altered immune and inflammation pathways have
gained recent attention for links to neuropathology [78], as well as
possible interventions including other anti-inflammatory drugs or
biologics such as tocilizumab and fingolimod [79].
Accumulating evidence has quantified the adverse cognitive

effects of anticholinergic medications [24, 27, 28, 43]. Despite
this, drug exposures are not typically accounted for in genetic
association studies of cognition in psychotic disorders.
Psychosis-spectrum disorders are often treated with numerous
medications that have anticholinergic properties at varying
doses, and with varying and established effects on cognition

Table 3. Effect size (β) of rs1076425 genotype on BACS composite
score in posthoc stratified analyses.

Cohort N Effect size
(β)

P-value

All participants 817 0.191 <0.001

Caucasian ancestry 521 0.197 <0.001

African ancestry 295 0.19 0.001

Psychosis patients 682 0.167 <0.001

Patients, Caucasian ancestry 421 0.17 <0.001

Patients, African Ancestry 260 0.158 0.011

Patients on antipsychotic monotherapy

Patients on risperidone
monotherapy

95 0.176 0.103

Patients on aripiprazole
monotherapy

101 0.145 0.119

DSM diagnosis

Schizophrenia 287 0.208 <0.001

Schizoaffective disorder 173 0.094 0.242

Schizophrenia+ Schizoaffective
disorder

460 0.171 <0.001

Psychotic bipolar disorder 222 0.136 0.04

B-SNIP neurophysiology-defined Biotype

B-SNIP Biotype 1 182 0.159 0.032

B-SNIP Biotype 2 196 0.076 0.287

B-SNIP Biotype 3 236 0.054 0.417

DSM diagnostic and statistical manual of mental disorders, BACS brief
assessment of cognition in schizophrenia, B-SNIP bipolar-schizophrenia
network on intermediate phenotypes.
Statistically significant associations (P < 0.05) are highlighted in bold.
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[24, 25, 34, 35]. The present findings demonstrate the
importance of taking into account the influence of antic-
holinergic medications in association studies of this patient
population. Given established alterations of learning and
memory functions in psychotic disorders [3], and of cholinergic
systems for these cognitive functions [80], it is noteworthy that
genetic associations herein were nonspecific with regard to
BACS subtests. This is consistent with observations that
cognitive deficits in schizophrenia primarily represent a general-
ized deficit [7]. We observed a greater number of GWAS
significant associations and significantly improved genetic
association models when controlling for anticholinergic medica-
tion burden. The most likely explanation for these enhance-
ments is that reducing background variance due to medication
exposure improved our ability to detect true genetic associa-
tions. Replication of our GWAS findings in first episode psychosis
patients without significant drug exposure further supports the
notion that genetic associations may be more detectable when
the influence of medications are partialed out.
This study has potential limitations that must be considered

when interpreting the results. First, the cross-sectional study
design only captures cognitive performance at a single point in
time, precluding longitudinal characterization and true causal
inference of genotype–phenotype associations. However, we note
that cognitive deficits in psychotic disorders are a relatively stable
trait [10, 81]. Second, the sample size was relatively modest for
GWAS. The combined patient and control sample was used to
increase sample size and phenotypic variance. However, we note
that our top associations were replicated with consistent direction
of effect and effect sizes in an independent untreated first episode
psychosis study sample. While our sample is not large enough to
unequivocally identify associations with smaller genetic effects or
associations within individual groups sorted by DSM diagnoses or
B-SNIP Biotypes, the effect sizes of our primary findings were
similar across race and diagnosis groups in posthoc stratified
analyses (Table 3). Third, medication information used in the
present study was obtained by conducting a medication history
interview, which may not reflect actual medication adherence and
lifetime anticholinergic load. Nevertheless, the collected informa-
tion was further corroborated by patients’ family members and
medical chart records when needed. Therefore, despite this
limitation, we believe the anticholinergic burden information is
reliable and given our findings and those of previous studies,
valuable to be included in these types of analyses.
In conclusion, we identified significant associations between

global cognitive ability and SNPs at the chromosome 3p21.1 locus in
persons with psychotic disorders and healthy controls. This region
has been previously reported in disease risk association studies, and
cognitive impairments in the general population. These findings
further support a mechanistic relationship between genes in this
region and molecular pathology of disease related to cognitive
dysfunction. These data also provide compelling evidence indicating
that anticholinergic exposure information can impact the detection
of genetic associations with cognitive phenotypes, highlighting the
importance of accounting for medication effects in future genetic
studies of neuropsychiatric disorders.
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